
Building Care in Our Community
In the chat, raise your hand, meet 
someone new, write a note to 
yourself…

● Who Is Here? 
○ Name & pronouns (as 

comfortable)
● How are you? 

○ No, really, how ARE you??



Building A 
Community 
of Care
Facilitating responsive and 
equitable environments for 
students and staff through personal 
and community wellbeing practices

Michelle Auld, RHNC
Wellbeing Specialist



Learning Objectives
● Recognize stressors and develop practices of empathy, kindness, 

gratitude, abundance mindset, self-awareness and care
● Explore how our self-care impacts our personal resilience and 

what is the impact on relationships.

Group Agreements
● Perception is reality; perceptions may be different for everyone
● Seek to understand instead of judge
● Honor diverse ideas and discourse styles



● If school employees feel 
safe, challenged, engaged, 
healthy and supported are 
students more likely to 
feel the same? 

● How do our self-care 
practices impact our 
personal resilience - the 
capacity to recover from 
difficulties - and impact 
student-staff 
relationships?



Stress & The 8 Dimensions of Wellness



 We All Do Better When 
We All Do Better.

Staff self-care is impacted by an 
individual’s personal practices, by an 

organization’s systems, and by society’s 
policies and values. 

Neglect or unawareness of, or reduced 
access for, personal wellbeing needs shows 
up in the level of care that school staff are 

able to offer students.  





Stressed?
● “...modern life exposes us to 

mild-to-moderate, but chronic, 
stress constantly — multitasking, 
juggling too many things, moving 
too quickly, being bombarded with 
stimulation.” Rick Hanson, PhD

● In other words, we’re simply not 
designed to flee from predators for 
10 hours a day with no breaks. But 
that is essentially what we do.

https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/the-science-of-stress/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pause&et_cid=28915029&et_rid=490574709&et_attr1=
https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/the-science-of-stress/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pause&et_cid=28915029&et_rid=490574709&et_attr1=
https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/the-science-of-stress/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pause&et_cid=28915029&et_rid=490574709&et_attr1=
https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/the-science-of-stress/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pause&et_cid=28915029&et_rid=490574709&et_attr1=


Check The Boxes: 
Go to www.menti.com and use the code 86 49 27 4

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/altaqdyzqjtm3iarqqmq856x6dsvqqqa


● Stress: a state of mental or emotional strain or 
tension resulting from demanding or adverse 
circumstances. 

● Chronic Stress: A consistent sense of feeling 
pressured and overwhelmed over a long 
period of time.

● Cumulative Stress: A buildup of various 
stressors, leading to agitation, difficulty 
coping, and inability to relax.

—--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
● Trauma: a deeply distressing or disturbing 

experience that creates a long-term shift in 
physical, mental, emotional or other dimension 
of wellness.

● Trigger: A situation that creates a flashback to 
a traumatic event.

Definitions



● Burnout: Physical or emotional exhaustion 
that involves a sense of reduced 
accomplishment and loss of personal identity. 

● Empathy Fatigue: Empathy fatigue occurs 
when, with one’s own wounds being 
re-triggered by the circumstances, traumas, 
and pain of others, one feels less able to offer 
support. 

● Compassion Fatigue: Also known as secondary 
traumatic stress. This may occur when a one 
who normally feels motivated to help others 
that are struggling with physical or emotional 
wounds, feels less able to care.

Definitions

“Too often, burnout carries a stigma of individual weakness, that someone ‘can’t hack it’, which 
makes people reluctant to be honest about it.” Keith Ferrazzi and Jacinta Jimenez



In person: Use the sticky 
notes to write down the 
situations you experience in 
which you are aware - either 
at the time or after - that you 
feel the effects of stress. 
Online: Use the link to the 
Jamboard and place sticky 
notes on the applicable 
pages.

Categories:
● Self/Personal 
● Work 
● Family/relatives
● Sensory
● Media (social, news, etc.)
● Social/Community
● Global
● Other

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1FFPFO6osHIj0ptIdYSYSiTH05huK4xH36g8t8OWkXCk/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1FFPFO6osHIj0ptIdYSYSiTH05huK4xH36g8t8OWkXCk/edit?usp=sharing




Stress: Mind, Body, Energy
● Thoughts → Emotions 
● Emotions → Thoughts
● Emotions → Energy
● Stress → thoughts + 

emotions
● Thoughts & emotions → 

chemical responses in the 
body and brain



The 3 B’s of Stress Expression
Body

● Sensations  and 
symptoms

● Emotions and 
feelings

Beliefs
● Mindset
● Thought patterns
● Storytelling and 

narratives

Behaviors
● Reactions or 

responses
● Avoidance or 

attachments



The 3 B’s of Stress Examples
Body

● Tension
● Fear
● Disrupted sleep or 

eating schedules
● Anger

Beliefs
● “They should 

know better.”
● “I don’t have a 

choice.”
● “I can’t do all of 

this.”

Behaviors
● Avoiding 

someone, thing 
or place

● Self-medicating 
habits



Stress & Self Awareness
● How do you respond when you notice the stress 

signals your body and mind are sending you?
 

● What are your energy levels?
● How well do you feel able to relate to others? 

● How much empathy are you able to feel? 
● How much gratitude do you feel? 
● How much abundance do you notice?

● How much autonomy do you feel you have?
● How empowered do you feel?
● How much resilience do you feel?
● How much hope do you feel?



Why It Matters

● Teacher/school staff stress impacts:
○ Work outcomes & performance

■ Staff emotional reactivity & negative classroom climates: diminished student 
relationships

○ Workplace engagement 
■ Lack of staff engagement negatively affects youth connectedness

○ Job satisfaction

● Youth connectedness is dependent on engaged relationships & positive school experiences
○ Diminished youth connectedness: lower academic & poor mental health outcomes

Staff self care practices and self-advocacy → student + community care



MN Student Survey BCCS 2022 Data
How Much Do You Feel Teachers At School Care About You?



MN Student Survey BCCS 2022 Data
How Much Do You Feel Other Adults At School Care About You?



● Pro: It is great to have the internal skills and external supports to be able to navigate 
life’s challenges and the capacity to recover from difficult situations. 

● Con: Resigning and accepting toxic environments and relationships and oppressive 
systems. Or putting that expectation on someone else, such as, “You’re so strong” 
“Push through”, etc.

https://mindisthemaster.com/resilience-definition/



Gratitude
● Why? “Grateful people are 

more resilient to stress.” 
Robert A. Emmons, Gratitude 
Works

● Expressing & receiving 
gratitude, “our brain releases 
dopamine and serotonin, the 
two crucial neurotransmitters 
responsible for our emotions, 
and they make us feel ‘good’.” 
Positive Psychology

2 min. VWL video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLrpfDlA4U8 Positive Psychology

https://positivepsychology.com/neuroscience-of-gratitude/#:~:text=It%20produces%20a%20feeling%20of,make%20us%20feel%20'good'.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLrpfDlA4U8
https://positivepsychology.com/neuroscience-of-gratitude/#:~:text=It%20produces%20a%20feeling%20of,make%20us%20feel%20'good'.


Abundance Mindset



Self Compassion & Encouragement
● Stop 

shoulding on 
yourself. Stop 
shoulding on 
others.

● Affirmations (I 
am enough; I 
am capable of 
what is 
needed; We 
are strong 
together…)



EMPATHY

5 Tips to Cultivate Empathy

https://www.mother.ly/life/why-danish-schools-teach-empathy/
https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/5-tips-to-cultivate-empathy/


How Do You Feel About Kindness?

https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/the-power-of-kindness/ 

“Stress 
triggers us 

to act in 
unkind 
ways.” 

Kristin Neff, 
PhD, 

University of 
Texas

https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/the-power-of-kindness/




Stress Quadrants
Match situations to the 
parameters:
● Hunger
● Cultural or religious 

holidays/observances 
outside of workplace 
holiday calendar

● Weather
● Over-scheduled week, 

with no time for 
self-care allocated



What’s The Difference? 
● Solutions-Based: Abundance Mindset

○ What Are Tweaks for the Situation?
○ Venting: Scarcity Mindset

● Perspectives + Diverse Experiences
○ If you argue with reality you will 

lose. But only every time. 
● Active Listening vs. Offering Advice 

○ Empathy practice
○ “Fixing” vs. Healing 

Byron Katie: The Four Questions & Turnaround



Autonomy & Self-Empowered 
Use self-reflective questions to navigate your stressors:
● To what am I reacting?
● Why am I reacting? What emotions is it causing?
● Have I experienced this stress before? How did I manage it 

that time? 
● Is this a “right now” concern?
● Do I have control in this situation? If so, what is my next 

action?
● Am I breathing?   



Group Activity
Each person chooses one 
personal stressor for the group 
to discuss and determine 
possible placement in the 
parameters. 
● FOCUS: building self- and 

collective awareness
● Perspectives and mindsets

○ Avoid fix-it mode (can 
actual escalate stress)

○ Avoid advice
○ Not about venting



Stress Care: Thrive Approach



Embodiment Practices
● Breathe
● Creativity: art, journal, scribble/doodle, play a musical 

instrument
● Cold exposure
● Move: dance, walk, move heavy(ish) things, mindful 

movement
● Human connection, touch, cuddle
● Sing, chant, hum
● Somatic release 
● Engage the vagus nerve 
● Rest 
● Routine/consistency
● Sensory awareness, support

https://experiencelife.lifetime.life/article/why-the-vagus-nerve-matters-to-your-health/


Personal & Communal Practices
● Autonomy: Reframe thoughts, shift 

mindset, offer affirmations (to self, others)
● Empowerment: "Name it to tame it" Dan 

Siegel; teach students emotions vocab; 
mindful of all emotions without judgment 

● Resilience: down-regulate the nervous 
system 

● Hope: “Believe with all your heart that you 
will do what you were made to do.” Orison 
Swett Marden

● Co-regulation: Balance our emotional 
energies; give yourself/the situation a 
personal time-out and then, to maintain 
positive relationships, a time-in.



Outside of Our Control
● EAP

○ Postcards
○ Fliers (list of services, 

transition checklist)
● Communicate with 

Supervisor and/or district HR
● Professional Counseling 



Shawn Ginwright’s Hope and Healing in Urban Education (2016); adapted from MN Peacebuilding Institute.



Building Care in Our Community
How are you? 
No, really, how ARE you??
What do you feel in one word:

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 3172 4266

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/alddb3w3eeagpxyzhy6wgc6wh6mndvfw
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To go here on two or three lines



“Too often, burnout carries a stigma of individual 
weakness, that someone “can’t hack it”, which 
makes people reluctant to be honest about it.” 

Keith Ferrazzi and Jacinta Jimenez


